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Dryad Values

● Quality curation

● Longevity

● Community-led

● Nonprofit
California Digital Library

- Focus on digital curation & open access to scholarly works
- Strategic values to build on global networks and grow partnerships
- Well positioned within the institutional community
- Open-source, nimble technology: Dash
Partnership Goals

Goal 1: Sustainability for open-source, community-owned, data curation & publication infrastructure

Goal 2: Drive adoption in research community of curated data publishing
We Are Launching a New Dryad Service!

★ New product development team
★ Migrating classic Dryad onto CDL Dash technology
★ Transparent reporting and curation with administrative layer
★ Enhanced submission features
Adoption of Curated Data Publishing

Integrate directly into researcher workflows
Sustainability

Shift focus to membership model for institutions and publishers
Join the Dryad Community!

Questions?